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WAVEFORM LIBRARY 
BROWSER

Search for waveforms 
from working and faulty 

systems. Upload your own 
waveforms. Click File > 
Waveform Library and 

use your Pico Automotive 
Forum credentials to log in.

TRIGGER MODE
This setting lets you pick 

between AUTO, NONE, 
SINGLE, REPEAT, and 
RAPID trigger mode, 

determining how you want to 
display/capture the waveforms.

MEASUREMENTS TABLE
Lists all your dynamically 

updated automatic measurements with 
their statistics. Click the Add  Measurements 

button to add more and choose from 
dozens of  measurement types.

SCALE AND OFFSET BUTTONS
There is a color-coded button for 

each channel. Click it to reveal the 
scale and offset controls.

CHANNEL AXIS
There is a color-coded axis for 

each channel. Drag it up or down to 
position the channel capture.

CONNECTDETECT™
Available on PicoScope 4225 and 4425.  

Channel LEDs indicate whether or not the test 
probe is directly connected to a component.

This can be mirrored on the computer 
screen by clicking the ConnectDetect button.

You can see whether the signal is the 
intended measurement signal, rather than 
unintentional capacitive coupling between 

the test probe and other components.

RULER LEGEND
Shows measurements of all the rulers 
on the screen. If an axis has two rulers 

enabled, then the legend also shows the 
difference between them.

ZOOM BUTTONS
Zoom in and out, zoom to 

a specified area, or pan the 
display. To zoom a single 
channel vertically without 
affecting the others, use 

the scaling buttons at the 
bottom of the view.

BUFFER 
OVERVIEW
You can see 
an overview 
over all the 
available 
buffers. 

AUTOMOTIVE
GUIDED TESTS

Each test includes 
scope settings, so 
you don’t have to 
set up the scope 
to run the test.

TIMEBASE 
CONTROLS

Set the time across the 
screen to see the right 
amount of events on 

your capture. The rule of 
thumb is 20/20  

(±20 V and 20 ms/div). 

CHANNELS A, B, C & D
These are linked to the channel controls 
above. Each channel corresponds to one 
of the BNC connectors on the PicoScope.

SIGNAL RULER
Drag a colored handle from the  top of the 
window to the level  you want to measure. 

The ruler legend displays the measurement.

TRIGGER MARKER
Shows the channel, signal level and time of 
the trigger event. Drag to adjust or change 
the settings at the bottom of the screen.

STOP/START
Click to start or stop a capture. You can 

also use the space bar on your keyboard.
FREQUENCY & RPM  INDICATOR

When positioning two time rulers one 
revolution apart on a waveform, such 
as a crankshaft sensor waveform, this 

indicator displays the frequency and RPM.

ROTATION RULERS
Drag the green circle to the left to activate 

the ruler. You can change the ruler 
settings by clicking the up arrow next to 

Rulers at the bottom of the screen.

TRIGGER 
SOURCE

Choose which 
channel to 
trigger on.

SELECT
EDGE

Trigger 
on rising 
or falling 
edges.

THRESHOLD
Set the voltage at 
which the trigger 
operates, or drag 

the trigger marker.

PRE-TRIGGER
How much of the 

waveform is captured 
before the trigger 

event. Linked to the 
position of the trigger 
marker on the screen.
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AUTO SETUP 
BUTTON
Helps you 

find the right 
settings to see 

 the signal.

HOME 
BUTTON

Resets the 
scope to 

the default 
settings.

BUFFER CONTROLS
PicoScope stores 
the most recent 

waveforms in buffers. 
Use these controls to 
click through them. 

SCOPE MODE Click to return to the normal 
oscilloscope display mode.

CHANNEL CONTROLS
In “Auto” mode, PicoScope 

adjusts  the input range to fit 
the signal. You  can override 

this to set your own  range for each 
channel. DC shows the signal captured, 

AC filters out any DC offset.

TIME RULERS
Drag a white ruler handle from left to 

right to mark a point on the axis. 

MEASUREMENT
BUTTONS

Click to add, edit or 
delete an automatic 
measurement to the 
measurements table.

CHANNEL LABELS/
NOTES AREA

Type your own notes 
and save them with 

the waveforms.
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